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An officecomputer is a utility, like an automobile, with
benefits and costs that are both direct and hidden and
potential for disaster. For the cardiologist or cardiovas-
cular surgeon, the increasing power and decreasing costs
of computer hardware and the availability of software
make use of an office computer system an increasingly
attractive possibility. Management of office business
functions is common; handling and scientific analysis of
practice medical information are less common. The car-
diologist can also access national medical information
systems for literature searches and for interactive fur-
ther education. Selection and testing of programs and
the entire computer system before purchase of computer
hardware will reduce the chances of disappointment or
Many cardiologists alread y use a computer system in the
office or have terminals connected to a computer elsewhere.
This report has been written for cardiologists who may be
considering the office use of a computer. We will outline
some of the possible applications of computers to office use,
sketch some of the possible costs and problems, suggest an
approach to assessing whether a computer system would be
worthwhile, describe the key components of an office com-
puter system and propose an approach to implementing a
system .
The availability of programs and expert consultants in
medical office computer use varies according to the specific
uses to which a computer system will be put. These are:
I. Office business function s (most common) .
2. Cardiology practice medical information handling .
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serious problems. Personnel pretraining and planning
for office information flow and medical information se-
curity are necessary. Somecardiologists design their own
office systems, buy hardware and software as needed,
write programs for themselves and carry out the imple-
mentation themselves. For most cardiologists, the better
course will be to take advantage of the professional ex-
perience of expert advisors. This article provides a start-
ing point from which the practicing cardiologist can ap-
proach considering, specifyingor implementing an office
computer system for business functions and for scientific
analysis of practice results.
(J Am Coli Cardiol 1986;8:933-40)
3. Scientific analysis of medical practice results (patient
outcomes , and so forth) .
4 . Access to national medical information, education and
computer communication systems.
5. Microcomputer uses in various medical instruments (for
example echocardiography) . This category will not be
discussed here.
As an overview, this article is necessarily general. It is not
intended to be a recommendation for or against the use of
any specific computer or computer programs .
Expectations and Reality of Computer Use in
a Medical Office
An office computer is a utility, like an automobile . With
it one can do some things faster than before , and do things
that without it would be impossibly time consuming. As
with other utilities , there are associated costs, both direct
and hidden, in money and time . Expectations determine
one's possible surprise or disappointment at what can and
cannot be done easily when a particular computer and the
associated software are used as an office tooL Prepurchase
planning, selection and testing for the capabilities of the
computer (hardware) and programs (software) required to
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meet the needs of the cardiologist are necessary . There are
varying and sometimes unexpected limitations on what dif-
ferent computer systems can do .
Computer applications in the cardiologist's office in-
clude:
Billing, collecting and insurance : Handling accounts re-
ceivable, aging analysis of accounts, patient billing and
collection letters, insurance claim processing, direct com-
puter medium insurance claims filing, insurance denials .
Accounting: General ledger, accounts payable, annual
reports to patients, check writing, deposits, payroll, income
and expense reports, tax forms (W-2 and others).
Word processing: General correspondence, consultation
reports, office visit reports, operative reports, welcome-to-
practice, collection and other patient letters.
Medical record keeping: Patient demographic data, ini-
tial history and examination reports , follow-up reports, lab-
oratory data, diagnosis data, operation and treatment infor-
mation, correspondence relating to the patient.
Practice management reports : Patient profiles by age,
diagnosis, geographic location; practice profiles by diag-
nosis, procedure, services rendered; production reports by
physicians; referral profiles, hospital lists and charges, office
inventory and ordering, collections , insurance denials and
partial payments.
Other clinical applications: Access to national data banks,
continuing medical education, adverse drug reactions and
interactions, literature searches, patient education, operation
or treatment outcome reports, clinical research applications.
A less common, but major and exciting use, is in depth
scientific analysis of medical practice information, which
is made easier not in the conceptual but in the practical
sense by computer assistance. If you can generate your own
actuarial curves for results of your treatment regimens, and
statistical, patient risk-factor and hazard-management in-
formation from your own practice experience, you will have
powerful, medically useful and intellectually satisfying tools
to use along with other knowledge and judgment in making
patient management decisions (I) .
For all of these activities, it is important to realize that
the results will not be better than the information put in. As
stated by the old computer axiom: "garbage in, garbage
out. " No computer system can solve problems arising from
incomplete or inaccurate information, whether medical or
financial. A computer cannot rectify the problems of a prac-
tice lacking good patient and office management procedures
or good leadership and communications. It will be most
helpful when the information handled in a well organized
office must be increased in volume or managed in less time .
There are both direct and hidden costs involved in switch-
ing to computer use. Direct costs include those for computer
hardware (equipment), software (programs), training, con-
sultants, supplies and costs involved in system start-up and
record changeovers. Indirect or hidden costs may include
losses sustained by errors in transferring or maintaining
records . Ongoing additional personnel costs may arise if
more highly trained or additional personnel are required .
Initial estimates of system requirements may have been in-
correct. Also, system requirements may change with time ,
experience or changing conditions. Any of these factors may
result in unexpected expenses .
At least as important are the possible human costs in
terms of confusion and anxiety of office personnel during
change to a computer system. Change can be exhilarating
or traumatic, at times both. Negative effects on morale,
although not inevitable, can hamper transition to office com-
puter use.
System problems may deny the physician access to es-
sential data such as patient record information if there is a
system accident without adequate backup (storage of a copy
of the original information). On the other hand, control of
confidential information may be breached. In addition, be-
cause record alteration may be harder to detect on computer
records than on traditional paper records, the potential for
embezzlement and altering of medical records (for medical-
legal purposes) poses problems larger than previously rec-
ognized.
Changing to office computer use may save money, or it
may not. The computer system may become an essential
tool, or it may not. Local service and repair persons may
be very good, or they may not. The owner may become
interested in the computer in itself, or may view it entirely
as a tool. The owner may spend more time dealing with it
than he or she wishes, considering the purposes in getting
it, or may spend much more money than planned. One may
get what one wants, or one may get what seems like a lemon.
Who might benefit from office computer use: how to
decide. If the practice has been using a service bureau, the
time involved in getting responses from the bureau, its costs
and the degree of satisfaction obtained will be important.
The location of the practice in relation to sources of com-
puter service. training and assistance may be highly im-
portant. In general, high volume practices are more likely
to benefit from the business aspects of office computer use
than are smaller practices.
A few business " yardsticks" to be considered include :
practice revenues over $250,000; at least 20 patients seen
daily ; at least 300 billings monthly; at least 150 third party
claims monthly; insurance "bounceback" rate of 20 to 25%;
difficulties with the present system. Although most practices
that benefit from having an office computer system do not
meet all of these descriptors, several of these will usually
apply to a practice that would benefit from computerization .
Three situations particularly deserving consideration for
office computer system use are: I) The present system is
working well, but will require additional staff to handle the
volume. 2) The present system is adequate for the present
but an aggressive expansion is foreseen. 3) The present
system is unsound and use of a computer is to be a part,
and only a part, of a new approach .
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Professional advice, as from the practice accountant and
from a medical practice management consultant, may be
essential.
Computer System Specifications Overview
A working, useful computer system in a physician's of-
fice has three aspects (although the boundaries are not al-
ways neat): hardware, software and organization.
Hardware. The hardware or equipment needed includes:
J. A central processing unit, or CPU, now often a single
"card," which usually includes a microprocessor and ac-
cessory chips. The speed of the central processing unit is
one of the key determinants of the speed with which work
will be done and the speed with which requests for action
from the keyboard will be answered ("response time").
Somewhere within the box containing the central processing
unit, there is at least some permanent, read-only memory
(ROM) to provide the instructions that, when the computer
is turned on (or "booted up"), enables the computer to
start. This so-called "boot ROM" may direct the micro-
processor to read additional turn-on instructions and infor-
mation that are stored on a disk or stored in other read-only
memory.
2. Short-term memory, which contains information only
when the computer is on. This memory is often in the form
of semiconductor chips on plug-in cards and is called RAM,
for random access memory. The size of the random access
memory will play an important role in limiting the size and
complexity of the programs that may be used by a particular
computer system and the speed with which they will operate.
Accordingly, although as few as 8 kilobytes (8,000 bytes)
to 64 kilobytes of random access memory are used in home
computers and personal use computers, office computer sys-
tems generally require a minimum of 256 kilobytes, and
512 kilobytes to over 1 megabyte of random access memory
are common.
3. Long-term memory storage using' 'hard" or "floppy"
disks, or both. Information in the computer is in the mag-
netic pattern coded into millions of magnetic bits (each of
which is equivalent to a switch that is either' 'on" or' 'off' ').
Floppy disks provide an avenue to enter programs and can
also be used to record a copy of what is in permanent or
short-term storage in an easily transportable form for backup
purposes. Most office systems will use a permanent "hard"
disk to store larger amounts of data than can be accom-
modated by floppy disks. Because the number of patients
and the extent of records maintained on each patient (whether
just billing information or a full medical record) will vary
widely, the amount of long-term memory needed will also
vary. A useful minimum for long-term storage for a larger
practice is in the range of 10 megabytes.
4. Display device electronics and screen, which may be
partially or completely built into the same cabinet as the
rest of the computer. In moderate-sized and larger offices,
it is generally desirable to have the capability to have per-
sonnel at several work stations simultaneously working on
different computer tasks. Several small computers may each
work separately, or they may be linked together and to a
larger central unit (through a network), or a single computer
can be linked to several terminals that provide input and
display but lack independent computing capabilities.
5. Other "peripheral" devices, such as printers, plotters
and modems. The printers that produce fine, letter quality
type (by use of "daisy wheels" or "thimbles") are often
far too slow for general office use, but provide unmatched
quality. High-speed printers can provide near letter quality
and serve as the "workhorse" units for the many financial
documents generated. By having both types of printers in
an office, one can divide the printing chores in such a way
as to generate high volume for documents, and excellent
quality for critical correspondence. Also, the presence of at
least two printers provides protection against crippling the
system if either printer fails to work properly.
Modems code and decode computer output and input so
that these can be sent over a telephone line. For searches
of the medical literature, sharing of a system among several
geographically separate offices, home access to an office
computer or communication with a larger computer for re-
search purposes, a modem is indispensable.
6. Controller cards, within the box containing the central
processing unit, for controlling and interpreting the actions
of disk drives, terminals, printers, plotters, modems and
digitizers.
7. Special electrical regulators, transformers or an un-
interruptible power supply to filter out potentially harmful
gross variations in the electrical power supplied to the com-
puter.
8. Backup storage mechanism (for example, removable
disks or magnetic tape) for copying and storing the data and
programs so that harmful or costly loss of information is
avoided by having backups when the disks or computer
circuits fail.
9. Afire protection system to protect essential equipment
and information.
Software. The software or programs required to utilize
the computer system include:
1. An "operating system," which is a collection of co-
ordinated programs that provide the commands and orga-
nization needed for efficient (practical) use of programming
languages and programs.
2. Application programs to direct the computer to per-
form the actions or information handling desired. These
programs direct the computer to do the tasks for which one
considered getting the computer. Great emphasis should be
placed on defining early in the process of system design
which tasks one would like to accomplish and what software
is available to perform them.
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For some microcomputers, the tremendous numbers of
present users have created a mass market for software, re-
sulting in noncustom programs that are cheaper by about a
factor of 10 than similar programs for small minicomputers.
Some of these (database, spread sheet and some accounting
programs) can be customized by the user who's willing to
invest the time. Most cardiologists will have the talent but
perhaps not the time or the desire to customize programs.
For a few physicians who have major interests or talents in
this direction, the approach may turn out to require invest-
ment of more time than would be judged wise in retrospect.
It is important to approach software selection before hard-
ware selection, as the software chosen will be a major factor
in selecting the right hardware and in specifying the size of
both short-term and long-term memory required.
Packages of software specifically designed for medical
office use are available. It is difficult to assess from the
seller's literature describing the software whether it will
meet the needs of your office. If it is possible to see one or
several operational systems in practices with characteristics
similar to your practice, this is most desirable.
3. One or more programming languages. Programs, as
finished products, enable the user to direct and interface
with the computer easily; they are written originally in a
programming language. The physician who plans to use only
purchased programs will not need to purchase a program-
ming language. Each programming language has various
strong points and weak points and situations in which it
works better than another. One major distinguishing feature
of programming languages is that some "interpret" the
program line by line into "machine language" while the
program is being executed. Other's result in programs that
must be "compiled" from their original language" source"
form into an intermediate form and are then "assembled"
with the addition of necessary "library" computer routines
into a final, usable program. Programming in the interpreted
languages such as BASIC is relatively easy, because one is
informed of some errors immediately. Programming in the
languages that require compiling, such as Fortran, is more
difficult because detection of some errors occurs at a later
stage than in the interpreted languages. On the other hand,
programs written in the compiled languages often run faster
or are, in their final stage, shorter than programs written in
the interpreted languages.
A least one programming language (MUMPS, for Mas-
sachusetts General Hospital's Utility Multi-Programming
System) was developed originally for medical uses. It is an
interpreted language that has a structure designed to meet
clinical medical requirements for handling large, dynamic
files. Most microcomputer vendors are not aware of this
language; until recently it has been outside the mainstream
of the personal computer proliferation revolution. (See the
additional information sources at the end of this article for
address of the Mumps Users' Group, from which one may
obtain additional information and lists of vendors, if de-
sired.)
Additional factors to consider in choosing hardware and
software include:
I. Response time of the computer system in relation to
its uses. Response time depends not only on the micropro-
cessor and its timing crystal but also on a number of other
factors, including the operating system, the programming
language and the programs, the number of simultaneous
users, the amount of random access memory available, the
speed and size of the disk drives used, the way the disk
controller card functions and the data backup methods and
equipment used. People become intensely frustrated when
waiting for the computer to respond. Determining how quickly
the whole system responds, when used in all the ways it
actually will be used, is highly desirable.
2. Disk storage space. As the number of patients and
the size of the records maintained on each patient increase,
disk space may limit expansion. For small practices, a useful
minimum is in the 10 to 20 megabyte range; several times
this amount may be necessary for larger practices.
3. For literature searches, home access to an office com-
puter or communication with a larger computer elsewhere,
a modem is indispensable.
4. Input mechanisms for programs for other vendors.
Common mechanisms are floppy disks, of which there are
three sizes in current use (5 t/4 inch disks are dominant), and
magnetic tape devices of many formats and sizes. The car-
diologist should have a program input mechanism that will
permit purchase and use of programs, such as those for
comprehensive medical data scientific analysis, from a ven-
dor other than the vendor furnishing the business manage-
ment programs. Ordinarily this will be no problem, but it
should be considered and investigated.
5. Other"compatibility" considerations. In the past few
years, compatibility with the IBM PC has become standard
for personal microcomputers, because of the huge user base
and market. Many people are familiar with no other micro-
computer. This standard is by no means the only acceptable
one for hardware and programs. The physician will face an
additional choice between this standard and others, such as
the older DEC (Digital Equipment Corporation) PDPII mi-
crocomputer and minicomputer series for which thousands
of programs and programmers exist, or initially more "user-
friendly" systems such as the Apple Macintosh. In addition,
now and increasingly in the near future, one will probably
be able to choose 32-bit central processing systems that are
more advanced, and potentially more capable, at an afford-
able price. Again, for most physicians, selection of the
hardware after selection and testing of the programs desired
is imperative. Advice from a properly selected professional
person may be essential.
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Organization. It takes more than the equipment and
programs to make the system work effectively, Other im-
portant factors to consider and organize are listed here,
1, A hardware service contract is almost always obtained
to provide expeditious responses for repairing or replacing
computer hardware when it becomes defective,
2, A software contract, for updating and changing the
programs used, to a) eliminate errors (or "bugs") in the
programs, or b) modify the programs when the user finds
that requirements have changed or that expectations have
not been met in scope or in implementation efficiency.
3, A chief system operator, generally a member of the
existing office staff, and often the office manager, should
be designated to take responsibility for the smooth operation
of the system. This person is virtually indispensable,
4. A backup system operator, The physician or physicians
would not want to be in a position where absence of the
chief operator, whether due to illness, vacation, departure
from the practice or other reason would leave the practice
unable to deal with operation of the system, A physician
may want to be able to serve in this capacity, but generally
should not serve as the chief operator, as this is more time
consuming than most practices would allow,
5. Training arrangements for initial training of the office
staff and physicians in the use of the computer system, This
may be followed by arrangements for training of new per-
sonnel, and updates for existing office personnel as system
changes occur.
6. Insurance for protection of the hardware, software and
essential records,
7. Office procedures organized to make the office operate
as desired, and at the same time to make information flow
in the practice a net improvement as compared with having
no computer.
Office procedures and programs should include mecha-
nisms to safeguard privacy and control information flow,
so that opportunities for embezzlement and embarrassment
are avoided, Passwords should be changed periodically and
at times of personnel changes,
Backup procedures should be established so that essential
records are copied daily and stored and there is at least one
backup for the primary backup, (An easy way to do this is
to have three backup disks or tapes and to use one each day
in rotation.) Office procedures should also include arrange-
ments for obtaining necessary computer supplies on a reg-
ular basis.
Medical Information Handling by the Computer for
the Cardiologist
Most of the computer consultants and accountants will
not be very helpful in this respect. They will know about
insurance forms and how to produce practice profiles by
age, location, diagnoses, referring physicians, and so forth,
You are the expert in knowing what else you want.
Data base programs. These are designed to store and
recall conveniently multiple interrelated items of informa-
tion in ways that can be organized by the user to suit specific
purposes, The overall design of each such program deter-
mines how easy, complicated or even possible it is to use
that program successfully for one's particular purposes. Some
programs are the computer equivalent of an index card file;
one can find all the cards (a card representing a patient's
record, for example) that contain any desired combination
of key words. Other "relational" program structures allow
a single reference within a patient's file, such as the name
of a referring physician, to be used to retrieve additional
information, such as the referring physician's address and
telephone number, from an entirely separate file, The first
file is a set of patient records; the second is a set of referring
physician names and addresses. With this relational system,
the physician's address has to be in the computer only once
rather than being listed each time with each patient referred
by that physician. Other data base structure types can be
both more complicated and more versatile than either a
simple file or a relational schema.
Some of the practical requirements from the physician's
point ofview.for using a data base program to store medical
information, are:
1. One must be able to delete or to add additional in-
formation categories without having to reprogram the entire
data base schema and reenter all of each patient's record.
This is necessary unless one knows that other categories of
information will not need to be added or deleted in the
future.
2. One must be able to transfer the information out of
the data base program, in a form that can be easily put into
statistical or actuarial programs the physician may plan to
use, as well as in a clinically useful report form,
3, The program's capacity and structure for storing and
retrieving information should match the physician's needs.
Within this constraint it should be as easy to use as possible.
Investigation before purchase is necessary,
Illustrative use of a data base program. An example
of data base program use is that of one physician who
purchased a small microcomputer in 1979. It had two floppy
disks. The original programs were locally written. The com-
puter system grew, because of patient information load, to
use at first one 10 megabyte hard disk, then a second similar
disk (both of which are now mechanically obsolete) and
eventually a 76 megabyte hard disk, Because of the infor-
mation load, a commercial data base program was purchased
(these programs are much less expensive now than they
were 5 years ago). The computer has terminals for nurses
and secretaries, a terminal in the physician's home that
allows him to look up patient information at night. and a
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personal computer that acts both independently and as a
terminal (and also allows access to a hospital mainframe
computer). The office system has 22 interrelating data base
"schemas" of medical information, each containing nu-
merous items about most of the patients. These schemas
have been created and repeatedly revised to meet changing
or expanding needs. The entire set of patient data was saved
once by having backup, removable disks that had been kept
current on a rigorous schedule. No portion of the patients'
medical records is kept only in the computer. All typewritten
or transcribed information, particularly that which is nu-
meric, must be examined by someone familiar with its
meanings as a check for accuracy. For the medical records,
the computer serves only as an assistant, as it were, for
moving information around quickly in an organized manner,
and for enabling the physician to look at the information in
ways that otherwise would not be practical.
Help in Deciding What to Do and
Implementing the Decision
Some cardiologists will design their own office systems,
buy hardware and software as needed, customize or write
programs for themselves, and carry out the implementation
themselves. This approach does not take advantage of the
professional experience and expertise of others.
Costs and computer vendor-physician relation. Per-
haps a better course for most physicians whose main concern
is practicing cardiology is, after consulting with an ac-
countant and a medical practice management consultant, to
define the resources and needs appropriate to the practice,
to find a truly professional, preferably local company and
allow it to furnish hardware, programs and training of office
personnel. The costs in the authors' locations for the hard-
ware and software together range from $12,000 to $65,000.
For more than the most basic systems, the minimal cost is
about $20,000 for a single practitioner or about $12,000 per
doctor for multiphysician offices. Maintenance of hardware
and software costs about I% of the original cost per month.
The cardiologist uses someone else's time and talent, in the
same sense that patients use the physician's time and talent,
and to about the same degree, the physician will get what
is paid for. The physician will also use discretion in picking
the company, considering that company's professional rep-
utation, charges and the physician's compatibility with the
company's personalities and methods. Investigation and
contracts are required. The computer vendor may not be
competent to do what the physician requires, or may be
unreliable, or may be otherwise competent and reliable but
deal with hardware/software combinations that are not op-
timal for the physician's requirements. The computer ven-
dor-physician relation might best be compared with the re-
lation between a physician and the practice accountant, an
ongoing relation that is an integral part of practice man-
agement.
Perhaps also to be considered as a means of avoiding
possible disaster is a period of time during which the car-
diologist's old office methods run in parallel with the new
computer methods. How long these should overlap will
depend on the specifics of implementation and on the car-
diologist's judgment. One to three months should take care
of most problems.
Conclusions. Although use of a computer in the office
is not necessary or even helpful for all cardiologists, the
increasing power, "user-friendliness" and decreasing costs
of medical computing tools, both hardware and software,
make it an increasingly attractive possibility. This article
provides a starting point from which the practicing car-
diologist, in conjunction with expert advisors (including an
accountant, practice consultant and vendor), can approach
considering, specifying or implementing an office computer
system.
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Computers and Biomedical Research. New York: Academic
Press. $107. Bimonthly.
Computers and Medicine. Glencoe, IL: Medit Associates,
Inc. $57. Monthly.
Computers in Biology and Medicine. Elmsford, NY: Per-
gamon Press. $200. Monthly.
Computers in Healthcare. Englewood, CA: Cardiff Pub-
lishing Co. $20. Monthly.
Cyberlog: Applied Medical Software. Eden Prairie, MN:
Cardinal Health Systems, Inc. $595. Quarterly.
Journal of Clinical Computing. Buffalo, NY: Journal of
Clinical Computing, Inc., $25. 6/yr.
Journal of Medical Systems. New York: Plenum Press.
$79.50. Quarterly.
M.D. Computing: Computers in Medical Practice. New York:
Springer-Verlag. $19.50. Bi-monthly.
Medical Computer Journal: For Computers in Clinical Prac-
tice. Hampton, CT: Medical Computer Journal. $25. Bi-
monthly.
Medical Disc Reporter. Alexandria, VA: Scott Stewart,
Publisher. $55. Bi-monthly.
Medicine & Computer. White Plains, NY: Medicine &
Computer. $40. Bi-monthly.
Micro MD Newsletter. Chesapeake, VA: Micro MD Pub-
lishing. $64, Monthly.
Micro Medical Newsletter. Yucca Valley, CA: Charles Mann
& Associates. Free. 6/yr.
Physician Computer Monthly. Atlanta, GA: American Health
Consultants. $95. Monthly.
Physicians and Computers. Bannockburn, IL: Physicians
and Computers, Inc. $18. Monthly.
Update: Computers in Medicine: Practical Guide for Office
Practitioners. Princeton, NJ: Medical Market Commu-
nications, Inc. $24. Bi-monthly.
Audiovisuals
Computers in Clinical Practice: An Introduction. Chicago:
American Medical Association, 1984. Videotape.
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Additional Information Sources
Statistics program sets for microcomputers, suitable for
medical data analysis, are available from the first three of
these organizations. Omission of others does not imply that
their programs are not suitable. Names and addresses of
other sources of information and help are also listed. Con-
sultation with a statistician before even beginning to collect
information may save much time and effort.
Minitab, 3081 Enterprise Drive, State College, Penn-
sylvania 16801. (This set of programs is very easy to use
after an initial familiarization period. There is no actuarial
analysis, survival, life table program, however.) SAS In-
stitute Inc., SAS Circle, Box 8000, Cary, North Carolina
27511. (This professional statisticians' set of programs, widely
used on mainframes, has major components now available
for microcomputers. The programs require much memory
and disk space. They probably should mainly be used in
association with a professional statistician.) BMDP Statis-
tical Software, 1964 Westwood Boulevard, Suite 202, Los
Angeles, California 90025. (This set of programs is similar
to the SAS programs. Individual programs may be pur-
chased). Amstat News, American Statistical Association,
806 15th Street, Northwest, Washington, DC 20005. (This
statisticians' organization news journal has advertisements
for many data handling and analysis programs for use with
microcomputers.) 1985 Directory ofStatisticians, American
Statistical Association, 806 15th Street, Northwest, Wash-
ington, DC 2005. (If you wish to obtain statistical consul-
tation regarding analysis of practice medical information,
this directory may help you locate an appropriate expert.)
AMA GTE Medical Information Network, 12490 Sunrise
Valley Drive, Reston, Virginia 22096. (Several medical
data bases plus a physicians' electronic mail facility and an
on-line continuing education program set from MGH; avail-
able through the address above or through the state medical
society.) BRSISaunders Colleague, 1290 Avenue of the
Americas, New York, New York 10104. (Furnishes access,
through modem and microcomputer or terminal, for office
computer searching of Index Medicus (MEDLINE), num-
bers of medical textbooks and entire texts of some major
medical journals.) Data Based Advisor, Data Based Solu-
tions, 1975 Fifth Avenue, Suite 105, San Diego, California
9210 I. (A small magazine with articles about microcom-
puter data base use.) Business Software, P.O. Box 27975,
San Diego, California 92128. (A small magazine with ar-
ticles about microcomputer business software.) 1985-1986
U.S. Chapter DEC US, Program Library Software Abstracts,
Digital Equipment Corp., 249 Northboro Road, BP02,
Marlboro, Massachusetts 01752. (Lists of programs that are
available for the cost of the disks and handling, for this
company's computers.) MUMPS Users' Group, publishers
of the MUG Quarterly, 4321 Hartwick Rd, #510, College
Park, Maryland 20740. (This group will furnish information
about programs, users and vendors of the MUMPS lan-
guage.)
